Knowledge mining from documents usually use document engineering techniques that allow the user to access the information contained in documents of interest. In this framework, transcription may provide an efficient access to the contents of handwritten documents. Manual transcription is a time-consuming task that can be speed-up by using different mechanisms. A first possibility is employing state-of-the-art handwritten text recognition systems to obtain an initial draft transcription that can be manually amended. A second option is employing crowdsourcing to obtain a massive but not error-free draft transcription. In this case, when collaborators employ mobile devices, speech dictation can be used as transcription source, and speech and handwritten text recognition can be fused to provide a better draft transcription, that can be amended with less effort. A final option is using interactive assistive frameworks, where the automatic system that provides the draft transcription and the transcriber cooperate to generate the final transcription. The novel contributions presented in this work include the study of the data fusion on a multimodal crowdsourcing framework and its integration with an interactive system. The use of the proposed solutions reduce the required transcription effort and optimises the overall performance and usability, allowing for a better transcription process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge mining and information extraction from documents are Artificial Intelligence fields that try to obtain associations among entities that are expressed in the documents under study, in order to find new useful patterns and correlations. These research fields typically have to employ document engineering techniques that allow us to extract relevant information from the documents of interest. This information will be posteriorly used by the usual knowledge mining and information extraction techniques.

When documents include handwritten text, the transcription of the handwritten content is one of the most relevant topics in document analysis and engineering. In contrast to Optical Character Recognition (OCR) (Impedovo et al., 1991), that nowadays can be employed to obtain an accurate transcription of printed text, transcription of handwritten text is far from being fully automatic in document engineering. This is even more relevant for documents that mostly contain handwritten text. For this case, simple image digitisation only provides, in most cases, search by image. Thus, transcription is needed to obtain an easy digital access to the contents of the documents, and it allows us to search by linguistic contents (keywords, expressions, syntactic or semantic categories, . . .), which are the usual elements employed in knowledge mining and information extraction. Transcription is even more important for historical documents, since most of these documents are unique and the preservation of their contents is crucial for cultural and historical reasons. Interest in historical document transcription is reflected in the development of international projects such as IMPACT (Na-
Usually, transcriptions are done by professionals in order to guarantee its quality. These specialists perform the transcriptions by typing the contents of the manuscripts. In the last decade, development of Handwritten Text Recognition (HTR) (Plamondon and Srihari, 2000) tools provided professional transcribers with an initial transcription that they can amend, obtaining a higher productivity in the transcription task. In the case of historical manuscripts more difficulties appear, since the vocabulary, lexical forms, expressions, and scripting style can be quite different from modern handwritten documents. For this case, specialists called paleographers are responsible for obtaining a final accurate transcription from this difficult data.

Nowadays, the rise of crowdsourcing platforms (Doan et al., 2011), where many volunteers could contribute to a given task at a very small or even null cost, made the transcription of handwritten text, and more specifically of historical texts, widespread. Apart from popular platforms such as Mechanical Turk1 or CrowdFlower2, several platforms (specific for historical texts) that benefit from this approach have been developed in the last years (such as AnnoTate3, Transcribe Bentham4, or Transkribus5). However, final supervision of paleographers is required most times in order to obtain accurate enough transcriptions, since difficulties presented by historical documents (degraded image quality, ancient vocabulary, or strange calligraphy) make difficult to obtain high quality transcriptions for non-expert transcribers.

In crowdsourcing platforms users generally employ keyboard input to provide transcription. This limits the use of crowdsourcing platforms to desktop or laptop computers, losing the potential transcription capability that could be provided by the use of mobile devices (tablets and smartphones), where keyboard input is not ergonomic enough to make its intensive use attractive. As an alternative to that, volunteers could employ voice as input for transcription, given a speech dictation of the handwritten text contents. This modality is available in nearly all mobile devices, and would allow us to obtain a larger number of volunteers (Granell and Martínez-Hinarejos, 2017). However, voice presents an ambiguity that typed input lacks of, since Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) (Rabiner and Juang, 1993) systems are far from perfect, although their performance has increased substantially over the recent years (Hinton et al., 2012).

In any case, since paleographers must finally supervise the transcription, the use of voice input could provide a new more accurate transcription (taking as a starting point an HTR transcription) that can reduce substantially the supervision effort of final transcribers. Moreover, it is foreseeable that the more volunteers provide their voice transcription, the more accurate the transcription would be (Granell and Martínez-Hinarejos, 2016a; Granell and Martínez-Hinarejos, 2017). Thus, since the use of mobile devices is widespread, final performance of the system could be near to that of a typed-input system.

Another possibility to increment paleographers’ productivity is to provide them with a transcription tool that works in a collaborative way. This tool would have to take into account transcribers’ feedback in order to offer them new hypotheses on the final transcription. In this way, correcting one error could produce a cascade of corrections, since the transcriber’ feedback is used by the system to recalculate the whole hypothesis and provide a (hopefully) better transcription. In the projects IMPACT (National Library of the Netherlands, 2010) and

---

1 https://www.mturk.com/
2 https://www.crowdflower.com/
3 https://anno.tate.org.uk/
4 http://blogs.ucl.ac.uk/transcribe-bentham/
5 https://transkribus.eu/Transkribus/
tranScriptorium (tranScriptorium Project, 2013), this approach was studied for transcription systems that only employ text image input. The most recent is the so called Computer Assisted Transcription of Text Images (CATTI) framework (Romero et al., 2012). This framework has demonstrated its appropriateness to increment productivity in historical text transcription by paleographers.

In this work, we study how to employ multimodal recognition (combining HTR and ASR) and crowdsourcing acquisition to provide a multimodal input to the interactive CATTI framework. We study the impact of these two new data sources in this assistive transcription tool in terms of user productivity gain. Special attention is paid to the multimodal data fusion mechanisms that work on massive data obtained by crowdsourcing, and how hypotheses offered by these processes provide better alternatives to the CATTI tool.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews related work on multimodal recognition, interactive systems and crowdsourcing, Section 3 presents the details on the proposed crowdsourcing framework, Section 4 provides insights on the CATTI framework, Section 5 describes the experimental conditions, Section 6 shows the results, and Section 7 summarises the conclusions and future work lines.

2. RELATED WORK

This section reviews the work carried out in the three main areas of this paper: multimodality, interactivity, and crowdsourcing.

In multimodal recognition, the main idea is to use different sources of information to obtain a more accurate recognition. For instance, multimodality can be applied to audio-visual speech recognition. In the case of multimodality with speech and lips movements (Tamura et al., 2005; Hazen, 2006) the original sources are usually synchronous: on the one hand the speech signal, and on the other hand, the lips and mouth movements recorded in video images. However, in the case of multimodality with speech and gestures the process is more complicated (Miki et al., 2014), given that in this case the two signals are usually not synchronous.

The combination of speech and handwritten text (which are usually asynchronous signals) is usually used to improve the recognition of the handwritten text. For instance, it can be used for isolated words, where optical character and speech recognition are combined in order to enhance word recognition (Singh et al., 2012). Besides, it can be used for continuous recognition, where the speech dictation of the contents of text images is used to improve the transcription of these text images (Alabau et al., 2011; Granell and Martínez-Hinarejos, 2015).

Assistive technologies aim to make human users’ work easier and faster. Those technologies are used in many fields of computer applications, such as the Computer Aided Design field (Machover, 1995), medical diagnosis (Doi, 2007), automatic driving (Malit, 2009), Natural Language Processing (Barrachina et al., 2009; Revuelta-Martínez et al., 2012; Silvestre-Cerdà et al., 2013), and Pattern Recognition and Image Processing (Romero et al., 2012).

Multimodality can be incorporated in those systems in order to improve the Human-Computer Interaction or to provide the system with additional sources of information. For example, recently, the user interaction in the CATTI framework (Romero et al., 2012) was improved in (Granell et al., 2016) by allowing the user to use on-line HTR as feedback. Besides, in addition to the multimodal feedback, the CATTI system can be fed with the dictation of the contents of the text line image to be transcribed; these dictations would act as an additional source of information for CATTI (Granell et al., 2017).

As previously said, crowdsourcing approaches for HTR are very useful. Speech recog-
Crowdsourcing approaches can be applied. For instance, to acquire speech data (Parent and Eskenazi, 2011), task that can be performed easily using mobile devices (Caines et al., 2016).

The initial multimodal crowdsourcing framework (Granell and Martínez-Hinarejos, 2016a) allowed us to use speech utterances for improving the transcription of historical manuscripts. This system was improved by adding a line selection module that allows us to optimise the collaboration effort (Granell and Martínez-Hinarejos, 2016b). Then, it was tested in a real scenario, where the speech collaborations were acquired from mobile devices (Granell and Martínez-Hinarejos, 2017).

In this work, the data fusion and lattices transformation performed by this crowdsourcing framework is studied. Moreover, we experimented with the integration of the crowdsourcing framework and the CATTI system. In this way, we studied the influence in the transcriber’s effort reduction of the crowdsourcing and the interactive approaches. Therefore, the main contributions of this paper can be summarised as: the study of the data fusion and lattices transformation on a multimodal crowdsourcing framework, and the integration of crowdsourcing and interactivity, which are two different lines of research with the same objective (to reduce the human transcription effort).

3. MULTIMODAL CROWDSOURCING TRANSCRIPTION

The Handwritten Text Recognition (HTR) and Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) problems can be formulated in a very similar way that allows their integration into a multimodal system. The unimodal formulation is: given a handwritten text image or a speech signal encoded into the feature vector sequence \( x = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N) \), finding the most likely word sequence \( \hat{w} = (w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_M) \), that is:

\[
\hat{w} = \arg\max_{w \in W} P(w | x) = \arg\max_{w \in W} \frac{P(x | w) P(w)}{P(x)} = \arg\max_{w \in W} P(x | w) P(w)
\]

where \( W \) denotes the set of all permissible sentences, \( P(x) \) is the probability of observing \( x \), \( P(w) \) is the probability of \( w \) (approximated by the language model, LM), and \( P(x | w) \) is the probability of observing \( x \) by assuming that \( w \) is the underlying word sequence for \( x \) (evaluated by the optical or acoustical model, for HTR and ASR respectively).

The main objective of this crowdsourcing framework is to reduce the transcription errors in \( \hat{w} \) before giving it to a paleographer for obtaining the actual transcription. This framework is based on two ideas: using the current system output to improve the language model for the next decoding process (Alabau et al., 2011), and combining decoding outputs in order to obtain an output with lower error rate (Granell and Martínez-Hinarejos, 2015).

In this framework, HTR and ASR models are the only dependent parts, i.e., this framework is generalisable by using the corresponding lexicon, language, optical and acoustical models. Thus, this crowdsourcing framework can be used to transcribe any manuscript (even multiwriter manuscripts) in any language.

Figure 1 presents the working diagram of this multimodal crowdsourcing system. The operation is as follows:

1. The initial system output is given by the HTR decoding module.
2. The crowdsourcing loop starts in the LM interpolation module, where the previous system output is interpolated with the original LM for obtaining an improved LM for the next ASR decoding.
3. The reliability of the system output is evaluated, the lines are sorted by its reliability, and the collaborator is asked to read only a subset of those lines with lower reliability.
The collaborator speech is decoded in the ASR module using the improved LM, and the reliability of the obtained ASR output is verified and filtered, i.e., only the decoding output of those utterances which reach a determined reliability threshold are accessible at the output of the reliability verification module.

(5) The system output is updated by combining the previous system output with the current and verified ASR output in the multimodal combination module.

(6) Every time a new collaborator offers to help, the crowdsourcing loop (steps from 2 to 5) is executed and the system output is improved by using the new audio samples.

The following subsections describe in detail the different modules of the framework.

3.1. Language Model Interpolation

The decoding outputs obtained from handwriting and speech recognisers can be formatted as Word Graph (WG) lattices, and as Confusion Networks (CN). In Figure 2, an example of WG and its corresponding CN is presented.

A WG is a directed, acyclic and weighted graph with an initial node $q_I$ and a final node $q_F$. The nodes correspond to discrete time points for ASR and horizontal space for HTR. A
link $l$ is defined as any edge between a starting node $s(l)$ and an ending node $e(l)$, and it represents a hypothesis word $w(l)$ with a score $f(l)$.

The language interpolation module builds a statistical language model (LM) conditioned on $x$ that can be used to calculate the posterior probabilities of Equation (1). This adapted LM can be obtained as follows (Alabau et al., 2011):

1. The decoding outputs are obtained from the decoding process as WG.
2. The posterior probabilities for each WG node $P(q|x)$ and WG link $P(l|x)$ are computed. These probabilities are based on the forward $\alpha(q)$ and backward $\beta(q)$ probabilities of the nodes (Wessel et al., 2001).
3. The posterior probability for a specific link $l$ can be computed as the sum of the posterior probabilities of all hypotheses containing it. Therefore, the counts for a word sequence $x_{l-n+1}^l = (w_{l-n+1}, \ldots, w_l)$ can be estimated as:

$$C^*(w_{l-n+1}^l | x) = \sum_{l_k \in N(w_{l-n+1}^l)} \prod_k P(l_k | x) \prod_k P(s(l_k) | x).$$

(2) where $N(w_{l-n+1}^l)$ are all the sequences of concatenated links generating $w_{l-n+1}^l$.
4. The word posterior probabilities associated to the current input $x$ can be calculated after applying: a suitable discount method (for back-off estimation), a smoothing method (to avoid the out-of-vocabulary problem), and a proper normalisation:

$$P^*(w) = \prod_{i} \frac{C^*(w_{l-n+1}^i | x)}{C^*(w_{l-n-1}^i | x)}.$$  

(3)
5. The new conditioned LM $P^*(w)$ is linearly interpolated with the original LM $P(w)$ by using a weight factor $\lambda$:

$$P^*_\lambda(w) = \lambda P^*(w) + (1 - \lambda) P(w).$$

(4)

The weight factor $\lambda$ permits balancing the relative reliability in the LM interpolation between the LM estimated from the previous system output and the original LM.

3.2. Multimodal Combination

The multimodal combination of the ASR decoding output with the previous system output can be performed by means of Confusion Network (CN) combination methods.

A CN is a weighted directed graph, in which each hypothesis goes through all the nodes. The words and their probabilities are also stored in the edges. A subnetwork (SN) is the set of all edges between two consecutive nodes. The total probability of the words contained in a SN sum up to 1.

The bimodal CN combination method (Granell and Martínez-Hinarejos, 2015) used in the framework works as follows, starting from the system and the speech decoding outputs formatted in CN:

1. A search for anchor subnetworks is performed in order to align the subnetworks of both CN. The algorithm searches coincidences in unigrams, bigrams and skip-bigrams in both directions (from left to right and vice versa) simultaneously, taking only as anchor subnetworks those where both searches coincide according to a gram matching value of the words in the involved subnetworks. The gram matching between words of two subnetworks ($SN_A$ and $SN_B$) is assessed by using the quadratic mean of the Character Error Rate (CER) and the Phoneme Error Rate (PER) between those words.
where $w_A$ and $w_B$ represent the words of the $SN_A$ and $SN_B$, respectively. CER and PER are the Levensthein distance between the words of both subnetworks, CER at character level, and PER at phoneme level (by using the phonetic transcriptions of the recognised words), and $E$ represents the gram matching error.

(2) The new CN is built on the basis of the Bayes theorem and assuming a strong independence between both CN. The editing actions used are: combination, insertion, and deletion of subnetworks:

**Combination** Given two subnetworks, $SN_A$ and $SN_B$, the word posterior probabilities of the combined subnetwork $SN_C$ are obtained by applying a normalisation on the logarithmic interpolation of the smoothed word posterior probabilities of both subnetworks ($SN_A$ and $SN_B$) by using a weight factor $\alpha$:

$$P(w | SN_C) = P_s(w | SN_A)^{\alpha} P_s(w | SN_B)^{1-\alpha}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where the smoothing of the word posterior probability $P_s(w | SN)$ is based on Laplacian smoothing. However, since we are working with probabilities, $P_s(w | SN)$ is calculated according to Equation (7):

$$P_s(w | SN) = \frac{P(w | SN) + \Theta}{1 + n\Theta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $\Theta$ is a defined granularity that represents the minimum probability for a word and $n$ is the number of different words in the final SN ($SN_C$).

**Insertion and deletion** The same process is performed in both actions: the subnetwork to insert or to delete is combined with a subnetwork with an only *DELETE* arc with probability 1.0.

The weight factor $\alpha$ permits to balance the relative reliability in the multimodal combination between the verified ASR decoding output and the previous system output.

3.3 Reliability Verification

Given the conventional formulation of the HTR and ASR problems, the posterior probability $P(w | x)$ is a good confidence measure for the recognition reliability. However, recognition scores are inadequate to assess the recognition confidence because most recognition systems ignore the term $P(x)$, as Equation (1) shows. Nevertheless, when the recognition scores of a fairly large n-best list are re-normalised to sum up to 1, the obtained joint probability $P(x, w)$ can serve as a good confidence measure, since it represents a quantitative measure of the match between $x$ and $w$ (Rueber, 1997; Wessel et al., 2001).

Therefore, the re-normalised 1-best joint probability is used in the reliability verification module as the confidence measure:

$$R = \frac{\max_{w \in W} P(x, w)}{\sum_{w \in W} P(x, w)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $W$ denotes the set of all permissible sentences in the evaluated decoding output.
3.4. Lines Selection

Since collaborators are a scarce resource, optimisation is very important to get the maximum benefit from their efforts. One way to optimise their effort is to reduce the set of lines that they have to read; in our case, it is interesting to select the subset of lines that need more refinement. Thus, when a collaborator offers to help, the system selects the lines to read as follows:

1. The current system output is evaluated by using the re-normalised 1-best joint probability $R$ -Equation (8)- in order to estimate the current confidence value of each one of the lines to transcribe.
2. The lines are ranked according to their estimated confidence value.
3. The system selects a subset of the $B$ (batch size) lines with the lowest confidence value.
4. The collaborator is asked to read only the selected $B$ lines.

4. MULTIMODAL INTERACTIVE TRANSCRIPTION

This section reviews the Computer Assisted Transcription of Text Images (CATTI) approach presented in (Romero et al., 2012).

4.1. Interactive Transcription Basics

As previously commented, transcription of historical documents has become an interesting research topic in the last years. However, state-of-the-art recognition systems cannot suppress the need of human work when high quality transcriptions are needed. For example, Handwritten Text Recognition (HTR) systems can achieve fairly high accuracy for restricted applications with rather limited vocabulary (reading of postal addresses or bank checks) and/or form-constrained handwriting. However, in the case of historical handwritten documents, the current HTR technology typically only achieves results which do not meet the quality requirements of practical applications. The same happens when using Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) on the dictation of the contents of a text. Therefore, once the full recognition process of one document has finished, heavy human expert revision is required to really produce a transcription of standard quality. Such a post-editing solution is rather inefficient and uncomfortable for the human corrector.

A way of taking advantage of recognition systems, and more specifically of a HTR system, is to combine it with the knowledge of a human transcriber, constituting the so-called “Computer Assisted Transcription of Text Images” (CATTI) framework (Romero et al., 2012). In this framework, the automatic HTR system and the human transcriber cooperate interactively to obtain the perfect transcription of the text images. At each interaction step, the system uses the information obtained from the text image and a previously validated part (prefix) of its transcription to propose an improved transcription. Then, the user finds and corrects the next system error, thereby providing a longer prefix which the system uses to suggest a new, hopefully better continuation.

Speech dictation of the handwritten text can be used as an additional or an alternative information source in the CATTI process. Taking into account both the handwritten text image and the speech signal, the system can, hopefully, propose a better transcription hypothesis in each interaction step. Using this approach, many user corrections are avoided.

In Subsection 4.2 we formalise the multimodal CATTI framework where both, text and speech sources, help each other to improve the system accuracy.
4.2. CATTI Formal Framework

As previously explained, in the CATTI framework the user is directly involved in the transcription process, since he/she is responsible for validating and/or correcting the system hypothesis during the transcription process. The system takes into account the handwritten text image and the feedback of the user in order to improve these proposed hypotheses. The more information the system has about what is written in the handwritten text line image, the better the proposed hypotheses are, and therefore, fewer user interactions are needed to obtain the perfect transcript. In this work, in addition to the handwritten text line image, we study how the CATTI system can take advantage of the speech dictation of the text that the images contain.

The process starts when the system proposes a full transcription \( \hat{s} \) of the handwritten text line image taking into account also the speech dictation, e.g., by using the multimodal combination presented in Subsection 3.2. Then, the user reads this transcription until finding a mistake and makes a Mouse Action (MA) \( m \), or equivalent pointer-positioning keystrokes, to position the cursor at this point. By doing so, the user is already providing some very useful information to the system: he is validating a prefix \( p \) of the transcription (which is error-free) and, in addition, he is signalling that the following word \( e \) located after the cursor is incorrect. Hence, the system can already take advantage of this fact and directly propose a new suitable suffix (i.e., a new \( \hat{s} \)) in which the first word is different from the first wrong word of the previous suffix. This way, many explicit user corrections are avoided (Romero et al., 2008). If the new suffix \( \hat{s} \) corrects the erroneous word, a new cycle starts. However, if the new suffix has an error in the same position than the previous one, the user can enter a word \( v \) to correct the erroneous one. This action produces a new prefix \( p \) (the previously validated prefix followed by the new word). Then, the system takes into account the new prefix to suggest a new suffix and a new cycle starts. This process is repeated until a correct transcription is accepted by the user.

In Figure 3 we can see an example of the CATTI process. Starting with an initial recognised hypothesis \( \hat{s} \) from the input signal (a text line image, a speech utterance, or both), the user validates its longest well-recognised prefix \( p \), making a MA \( m \), and the system emits a new recognised hypothesis \( \hat{s} \). As the new hypothesis corrects the erroneous word, a new cycle starts. Now, the user validates the new longest error-free prefix \( p \) by making another MA \( m \). The system provides a new suffix \( \hat{s} \) taking into account this information. As the new suffix does not correct the mistake, the user types the correct word \( v \), generating a new validated prefix \( p \). Taking into account the new prefix, the system suggests a new hypothesis \( \hat{s} \). As the new hypothesis corrects the erroneous word, a new cycle starts. This process is repeated until
the final error-free transcription \( \hat{t} \) is obtained. In this example, without interaction, a user has to correct about three errors from the original recognised hypothesis (\( \text{abadia, segun, and el} \)). Using CATTI only one explicit user-correction is necessary to get the final error-free transcription: the interaction 1 only needs a mouse action, but in the interaction 2 a single mouse action does not succeed and the correct word needs to be typed.

Formally, in the traditional CATTI framework (Romero et al., 2012), the system uses a given feature sequence, \( x_{htr} \), representing a handwritten text line image and a user validated prefix \( p \) of the transcription. In this work, in addition to \( x_{htr} \), we study how a sequence of feature vectors \( x_{asr} \) representing the speech dictation of the handwritten text line image affects the system performance. Therefore, the CATTI system should try to complete the validated prefix by searching for a most likely suffix \( \hat{s} \) taking into account both sequences of feature vectors:

\[
\hat{s} = \arg \max_s P(s \mid x_{htr}, x_{asr}, p)
\]  

(9)

Making the naive assumption that \( x_{htr} \) does not depend on \( x_{asr} \), and applying the Bayes’ rule, we can rewrite the previous equation as:

\[
\hat{s} = \arg \max_s P(s \mid x_{asr}, p) \cdot \frac{P(x_{htr} \mid p, s)}{P(x_{htr} \mid p, s)} \cdot \frac{P(x_{asr} \mid p, s)}{P(x_{asr} \mid p, s)} \cdot \frac{P(s \mid p)}{P(s \mid p)}
\]  

(10)

where the concatenation of \( p \) and \( s \) is \( w \) in Equation (1). As in conventional HTR and ASR, \( P(x_{htr} \mid p, s) \) and \( P(x_{asr} \mid p, s) \) can be approximated by morphological models (optical or acoustical, for HTR and ASR respectively) and \( P(s \mid p) \) by a language model conditioned by \( p \). Therefore, the search must be performed over all possible suffixes of \( p \) (Romero et al., 2012).

This suffix search can be efficiently carried out in an insignificant (and not appreciable by the user) amount of time by using Word Graphs (WG) (Romero et al., 2012) or Confusion Networks (CN) (Granell et al., 2016).

In each interaction step, the decoder parses the validated prefix \( p \) over the WG or CN and then continues searching for a suffix which maximises the posterior probability according to Equation (10). This process is repeated until a complete and correct transcription of the input text line image is obtained.

Regarding the time spent by the users to transcribe by using CATTI, 53% of probability of improvement (POI) (Bisani and Ney, 2004) with respect to the manual post-edition approach was obtained in the analysis of time of a test with real users (Romero et al., 2012).

In the following sections, the impact of crowdsourcing multimodal inputs (obtained by using the framework described in Section 3) on CATTI is analysed.

5. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

5.1. Data Sets

The Rodrigo corpus (Serrano et al., 2010) was the data set employed in the experiments. It was obtained from the digitisation of the book “Historia de España del arzobispo Don Rodrigo”, written in ancient Spanish in 1545. It is a single writer book where most pages consist of a single block of well separated lines of calligraphical text. It is composed of 853 pages that were automatically divided into lines (see example in Figure 4), giving a total number of 20,356 lines. The vocabulary size is of about 11,000 words.

This corpus presents several difficulties, such as the following examples that are present in the first 5 lines of the page 515 (Figure 4):

- Text images containing abbreviations (e.g., \( nr\tilde{d} \) in the second line) that must be pronounced as the whole word (\( \text{nuestro} \ [\ `\text{nwes tro} \] \)).
5.2. Features

5.2.1. HTR features. In this work, the handwritten text features are computed in several steps from text line images following the approach presented in previous works (Pastor et al., 2004; Toselli et al., 2004). In this feature extraction process, in a first step, the background is removed and the noise is reduced by subtracting from the text line image the result of applying a median filter of size 3×3 to it (Kavallieratou and Stamatatos, 2006). After that, the foreground/background contrast is increased by applying a grey-level normalisation. Next, slant correction is performed by using the maximum variance method and a threshold of 92% (Pastor et al., 2004). Then, a size normalisation is performed and the text line
5.2.2. **ASR features.** Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients is the most commonly used feature extraction method from audio signals in ASR (Rabiner and Juang, 1993). In this work, MFCC are extracted from the audio files following the standard ETSI-ES-201-108 for speech processing and feature extraction of the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI, 2003). In this standard, the Fourier transform is calculated every 10 ms over a window of 25 ms of a pre-emphasised signal. Next, 23 equidistant Mel scale triangular filters are applied and the filters outputs are logarithmised. Finally, to obtain the MFCC, a discrete cosine transformation is applied. We used the first 12 MFCC and log frame energy with first and second order derivatives as ASR features, which provides final feature vectors of 39 components.

5.3. Models

Optical and acoustical models were trained by using HTK (Young et al., 2006). On the one hand, symbols on the optical model are modelled by a continuous density gaussian mixture left-to-right of 106 Hidden Markov Models (HMM) with 4 states and 32 gaussians per state; on the other hand, phonemes on the acoustical model are modelled as a left-to-right gaussian mixture of 25 HMM (23 monophones, short silence, and long silence) with 3 states and 64 gaussians per state.

The lexicon models for both systems are in HTK lexicon format, where each word is modelled as a concatenation of symbols for HTR or phonemes for ASR.

The original Language Model (LM) was estimated as a 2-gram with Kneser-Ney back-off smoothing (Kneser and Ney, 1995) directly from the transcriptions of the pages included on the HTR training set (about 205 pages).

5.4. Evaluation Metrics

The quality of the transcription before using the interactive system is measured by the well known Word Error Rate (WER), which is a good estimation of the user post-edition effort. It is defined as the minimum number of words to be substituted, deleted or inserted to convert the hypothesis into the reference, divided by the total number of reference words.
In addition, the oracle WER represents the best WER that can be obtained from the output lattices.

On the other hand, the interactivity performance is given by the Word Stroke Ratio (WSR), which can be also computed using the reference transcription. After each interactive hypothesis, the longest common prefix between the hypothesis and the reference is obtained and the first mismatching word from the hypothesis is replaced by the corresponding reference word, and a new suffix is proposed by the system. This process is iterated until a full match is achieved. Therefore, the WSR can be defined as the number of user interactions that are necessary to produce the correct transcriptions using the interactive system, divided by the total number of reference words. This definition makes WER and WSR comparable. The relative difference between them gives us the effort reduction (EFR), which is an estimation of the reduction of the transcription effort that can be achieved by using the interactive system instead of the post-editing system. For WER and WSR, confidence intervals of 95% were calculated by using the bootstrapping method with 10,000 repetitions (Bisani and Ney, 2004).

The Collaboration Effort (CE) represents the number of speech utterances used in the crowdsourcing platform to obtain a determined output (Granell and Martínez-Hinarejos, 2017). It is measured as the number of lines (batch size $B$) that the system asks the collaborators to read times the actual number of collaborators involved in the obtainment of a determined output.

Finally, the size of the lattices is measured by the lattice density (LD), which, in many cases, is a good indicator of the complexity of lattices and of the amount of required computation (Ström, 1997). It is defined as the total number of edges of the lattice divided by the number of reference words (Ortmanns et al., 1997).

5.5. Experimental Setup

Both the HTR and the ASR systems were implemented by using the iATROS recognizer (Luján-Mares et al., 2008). All processes on language models (inference, interpolation, ...), the decoding output evaluation, and the lattice transformation from Word Graphs to Confusion Networks were done by using the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002).

The test set presents 6.2% of out-of-vocabulary words and a perplexity of 298.4 with respect to the original LM.

In the experiments, in order to optimise the experimental results, the values of the main decoding parameters (beam, word insertion penalty, ...) were tuned.

Regarding the crowdsourcing framework adjustment, in a previous work (Granell and Martínez-Hinarejos, 2016a) we observed as in this system the speaker order and the reliability verification did not show a significant impact on the results. Besides, the highest reliability for this test set is obtained when the multimodal combination is a bit balanced to the speech output ($\alpha = 0.6$), and the LM interpolation to the original LM ($\lambda = 0.4$). Therefore, the configuration with best results was used in the next experiments, i.e. combination factor $\alpha = 0.6$, LM interpolation $\lambda = 0.4$, and speech decoding reliability threshold $R \geq 0.4$. These experiments were done on the speech utterances of the 6 collaborators not employed in the framework tuning.

Finally, the CATTI configuration was that employed in a previous work (Romero et al., 2009). In this work it was observed that setting a limit around 3 for the number of mouse actions allows us to obtain a significant reduction of human effort with a fairly low number of mouse actions per word. Therefore, in our experiments the number of mouse actions was limited to 3.
TABLE 1. Baseline results. EFR with respect to HTR WER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>Post-edition</th>
<th>CATTI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WER</td>
<td>Oracle WER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTR</td>
<td>39.3% ± 4.1</td>
<td>28.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR</td>
<td>62.9% ± 2.2</td>
<td>29.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborators</th>
<th>With CE optimisation</th>
<th>Without CE optimisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WER</td>
<td>Oracle WER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>37.4% ± 4.1</td>
<td>25.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>34.2% ± 3.9</td>
<td>24.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>31.5% ± 4.1</td>
<td>23.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30.5% ± 4.0</td>
<td>23.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>30.5% ± 4.2</td>
<td>24.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>30.0% ± 4.1</td>
<td>23.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The transformation of data in the proposed multimodal crowdsourcing framework is studied. Initially, the baseline values for both modalities were obtained for the post-edition and the interactive transcription approaches. Then, the effects of the optimisation of the Collaboration Effort (CE) in the crowdsourcing framework were tested on a classical post-edition transcription approach. Next, the data fusion and transformation performed in the crowdsourcing framework was examined. Finally, the effects of the integration of this crowdsourcing framework with a multimodal interactive transcription system were studied.

6.1. Baseline Experiments

The baseline values were obtained by using the original LM in the decoding processes of both modalities (text and speech) in the non-interactive approach (post-edition), and in the interactive approach (CATTI). Table 1 presents these baseline values. The post-edition results show the difficulty of the corpus. The HTR and ASR WER values are quite high due to the characteristics of the manuscript described in Subsection 5.1, and to the fact that the speech of the collaborators was not used in the training of the acoustical models. However, the oracle WER values for both modalities are comparable. On the other side, the obtained WSR value (36.2% ± 3.6) for the HTR modality in the interactive CATTI approach represents a relative effort reduction (EFR) of 7.9% over the baseline WER value (39.3% ± 4.1). Nevertheless, in the case of using only the speech dictation of the contents of the text lines to transcribe (ASR modality), no effort reduction can be observed.

6.2. Post-edition Crowdsourcing Experiments

The obtained results in the post-edition crowdsourcing experiments are shown in Table 2 and Figure 6. These results were presented in previous works (Granell and Martínez-Hinarejos, 2016a,b).

As can be observed, the overall post-edition best result is obtained when all people collaborate with full effort, i.e., giving the speech dictation of the whole set of text lines.
In this case, the best result was 26.1% ± 3.3 of WER, which represents a statistically significant relative improvement of 33.6% over the baseline WER (39.3% ± 4.1). This result was obtained by using the 50 speech utterances of the 6 speakers, i.e. with a CE of 300 collaborations. It is interesting to note that the oracle WER value falls from 28.0% of the baseline to 22.0%. This improvement in the lattices hypotheses will permit to reduce the transcription effort in an interactive approach.

Similar statistically significant improvements can be achieved optimising the effort of the collaborators. In this test set, the optimal batch size $B$ is 30 lines (Granell and Martínez-Hinarejos, 2016b). In Table 2 and Figure 6, it can be observed that optimising the collaborator effort produces 30.0% ± 4.1 of WER after the 6th collaborator. Besides, with this effort optimisation, the obtained improvements are statistically significant after the collaboration of the 4th collaborator. In this case, the system output presented a WER of 30.5% ± 4.0, which represents a relative improvement of 22.4% over the baseline with a CE of 120 collaborations (30 lines read by 4 collaborators). Furthermore, the difference between this value and the obtained without CE optimisation (50 lines read by the 6 speakers) is not statistically significant.

The optimisation of the collaborators effort allows us to reduce the number of global collaborations. In this case, it represents a reduction of 33.3% in the number of collaborators and 40.0% in the number of lines read by each collaborator. Moreover, given that with 120 collaborations this crowdsourcing system improved significantly the transcription of 50 lines, it can be expected that with 300 collaborations this system could improve significantly the transcription of a test set of 125 lines.

Regarding the oracle WER values, it can be observed that the obtained values are similar in both cases, 23.2% with CE optimisation and 22.0% without CE optimisation.
6.3. Data Fusion and Lattices Transformation

This multimodal crowdsourcing framework allows us to merge into the output lattices the different sources of information for each text line, i.e. the HTR decoding of the text line image and the diverse collaborations with the ASR decoding of the dictation of the contents of the text line image. After each collaborative iteration, the output lattices are refined. This refinement includes the reduction of the number of incorrect hypotheses and the incorporation of correct words.

Given that this data fusion and lattice transformation produces improvements in all the graph, it not only permits to obtain a better 1-best hypothesis for a post-edition transcription approach, but it also permits to achieve a better performance for interactive and assistive approaches such as the CATTI system.

The baseline system output (obtained from the HTR decoding process) presented an average density of 76.39 edges per reference word. Table 3 presents the average lattice density at the crowdsourcing system output after each collaboration with and without Collaboration Effort (CE) optimisation. As it can be seen, the more collaborations, the better and smaller lattices are produced at the crowdsourcing system output. Moreover, the size of the lattices is considerably reduced after the first collaborator, and it seems to converge after the collaboration of several speakers.

As an example of the data fusion and lattice transformation, the HTR decoding of the 12th text line image of the page 579 of the Rodrigo corpus (Figure 7) produced the lattice presented in Figure 8. The reference for this text image is AGORA CUENTA LA HISTORIA.

The obtained lattice presents a density of 22.25 edges per reference word, a WER value of 50%, and an oracle WER of 25% because the word HISTORIA is not present in this lattice, as it can be observed in Figure 9. This missing word is incorporated in the lattice after the first collaboration (Figure 10). Moreover, the number of incorrect hypotheses is reduced considerably, giving a density of 2 edges per reference word, a WER of 25% and an oracle WER of 0%. In the second collaboration (Figure 11) the erroneous word LABRADORES is deleted and the density is reduced to 1.75. Additional collaborations did not produce any change in this output lattice. Therefore, in this case the output lattice converged after the second collaboration.

6.4. Interactive Crowdsourcing Experiments

The interactive CATTI approach (Romero et al., 2012) applied to the proposed multimodal crowdsourcing framework permits to achieve, in most cases, an additional reduction
FIGURE 8. Word graph for the 12th line of page 579 at the system output before any collaboration (baseline).
This is the author’s version of an article that has been published in the Computational Intelligence journal.
The final version is available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/coin.12169

FIGURE 9. Enlargement of the final part of the word graph for the 12th line of page 579 at the system output before any collaboration. The reference word HISTORIA is not present in this lattice.

Figure 10. Confusion network for the 12th line of page 579 at the system output after the first collaboration.

Figure 11. Confusion network for the 12th line of page 579 at the system output after the second collaboration.

Table 4. Interactive results with and without Collaboration Effort (CE) optimisation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborators</th>
<th>With CE optimisation</th>
<th>Without CE optimisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WSR</td>
<td>EFR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>34.2% ± 3.9</td>
<td>13.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>32.3% ± 3.8</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30.4% ± 3.6</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30.0% ± 3.8</td>
<td>23.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>30.4% ± 3.6</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>29.2% ± 3.7</td>
<td>25.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the estimated human transcriber effort. The results obtained in the interactive experiments are presented in Table 4 and Figure 12. As it can be seen, the WSR obtained after the 4th collaborator with CE optimisation (120 collaborations) is comparable to the WSR obtained after the 6th collaborator without CE optimisation (300 collaborations). Both cases present an EFR higher than 20% when comparing the corresponding WSR with the post-edition baseline WER (39.3% ± 4.1).

Comparing each WSR of Table 4 with its corresponding post-edition WER presented in Table 2, the contribution of the CATTI approach to the transcriber effort reduction can be estimated. As it can be observed, the contribution of CATTI is limited by the density of the lattices provided by the crowdsourcing framework.

However, the improvements, in terms of WSR over the baseline WSR (36.2% ± 3.6), obtained by the integration of the multimodal crowdsourcing framework with the interactive system CATTI are not statistically significant with a batch size of $B = 30$ lines (value of $B$ for the CE optimisation in the post-edition approach).

6.5. Interactivity and Collaboration Effort Optimisation

In this last experiment, the optimisation of the collaborator effort in the interactive approach was tested by analysing the influence of the number of collaborators and the number of lines to read in the obtained WSR.

Table 5 summarises the obtained results for the $B$ ranges that present significant improvements with respect to baseline WSR results. As can be observed, the overall best result in terms of collaboration effort was obtained with $B = 45$. In this case, the interactive approach presented a statistically significant improvement (27.2% ± 3.3) after processing the speech of the third collaborator, i.e., with a CE of only 135 utterances. This WSR value represents a relative improvement of 24.9% over the HTR WSR baseline (36.2% ± 3.6), and
an estimated effort reduction for the paleographer revision of 30.8% over the HTR WER baseline (39.3% ± 4.1).

The contribution of CATTI to the transcriber effort reduction in the crowdsourcing framework requires a few additional contributions. Specifically, the optimal CE was 120 collaborations in the post-edition approach for obtaining a WER value of 30.5% ± 4.0, whilst in the interactive approach, the optimal CE was 135 collaborations for obtaining a WSR of 27.2% ± 3.3. This represents an increase of 12.5% of CE for an additional EFR of 10.8%. This means that with the whole collaboration effort (300 utterances), 104 lines would obtain transcription improvements (supposing a similar behaviour on other lines of the corpus), with a lower transcription effort.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have studied the integration of a multimodal crowdsourcing framework and an assistive tool for the transcription of historical handwritten documents. The experiments showed how this integration is possible given the data fusion and transformation performed by the multimodal crowdsourcing framework. The collaboration effort optimisation allows us to obtain similar results, but reducing the number of collaborators and the number of lines that they have to read. However, as it could be expected, the more collaborations, the better lattices are obtained from the crowdsourcing framework, and the better performance from the assistive transcription tool is obtained.

We propose for future studies the use of sentences in the handwritten text corpus instead of lines in order to make multimodality more natural for speakers, and the use of more robust modelling methods. An improvement that will be very useful for expanding the use of this crowdsourcing framework is the weighting of contributions according to the level of expertise on the task of the collaborators. Moreover, another line to be explored is the use of this crowdsourcing framework to obtain alternative transcriptions (different from diplomatic transcriptions), such as modernised transcriptions. Finally, this framework is open to be tested with other datasets.
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